Spinocerebellar ataxia type 28 (SCA28) is an uncommon cause of dominant ataxia among Chinese kindreds.
Autosomal dominant cerebellar ataxias (ADCAs) are a clinically and genetically heterogeneous group of neurodegenerative disorders primarily affecting the cerebellum. Nearly 33 genetically distinct subtypes have been defined, and 19 seemingly unrelated disease genes have been identified so far. Recently, mutations in the ATPase family gene 3-like 2 (AFG3L2) gene were presented to cause SCA28 subtype. In order to define the frequency of SCA28 mutation in Chinese mainland, we performed molecular genetic analysis in 67 unrelated affected individuals with ADCA. At last, we did not find AFG3L2 gene mutation, except for three known single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP)s. It suggests that SCA28 subtype is very rare in Chinese mainland.